A Project Wake book
A book referenced by Rory Gilmore (Gilmore Girls)
A book set in the wilderness
A comic/graphic novel by an LGBTQIA creator
A book that was published the year you were born
A book with a one-word title
A Hugo Award winner
A book that is set within 100 miles of OR more than 5000 miles from your location
An alternate history novel
A book written by someone under the age of 30
A book from an unfamiliar literary genre
A nonfiction book about technology
A collection of essays or short stories
A book involving travel
A book with a nonhuman point-of-view character
A book featuring a woman in science
A book you picked up because of the cover
A book by a trans or nonbinary author
A book of poetry published since 2014
A Nordic noir book
A book based on mythology or folklore
A book with career advice

A book by or about an immigrant or refugee
A book adapted to a TV series
A book about or by someone that identifies as neurodiverse
A book by an author who uses a pseudonym
An #ownvoices book set in Mexico or Central America
A work of historical fiction set before 1900
A Pulitzer Prize winner
A book recommended by a librarian
A book that was adapted into a movie (then watch the movie and debate which is better)
A mystery or thriller set in another country
A book about books
A book with entrepreneurial spirit
A YA book by a person of color
A book set in the future
A translated book from a country you want to visit
A book set in or about space
A book recommended by a celebrity or public figure
A food memoir